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1. INTRODUCTION {#ajmgc31800-sec-0001}
===============

The human sex chromosomes are derived from ancestral autosomes that diverged 166--190 million years ago (mYa) when the Y chromosome acquired sex‐determining function (reviewed in Marshall Graves ([2016](#ajmgc31800-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"})). The once homologous X and Y chromosomes then diverged as the Y chromosome specialized, favoring loss of recombination between the emergent gametologs, and leading to degradation of much of the ancestral Y chromosome (Marshall Graves, [2016](#ajmgc31800-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}). The loss of Y genes led to the need for dosage compensation---both between the now single X‐linked copy of genes and the ancestral autosomes; as well as between the single copy of X‐linked genes in males and the two copies in females. How (and indeed, whether) genes became upregulated on the X chromosome to maintain ancestral levels of expression has been debated (reviewed in Disteche ([2016](#ajmgc31800-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}) and Veitia, Veyrunes, Bottani, and Birchler ([2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0123){ref-type="ref"})). Equivalent X‐linked gene expression between XX females and XY males is generally achieved by X‐chromosome inactivation (XCI), the transcriptional silencing of one X chromosome in females (Lyon, [1961](#ajmgc31800-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}). Loss of Y genes occurred in a stepwise fashion as recombination with the X chromosome was lost, and thus the pressure for XCI has existed for different lengths of time across the evolutionary strata of the X chromosome (Lahn & Page, [1999](#ajmgc31800-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}).

The inactive X chromosome (Xi) is silenced by the recruitment of multiple heterochromatin pathways, initiated in eutheria (placental mammals) by transcription of a long noncoding RNA named XIST. XIST expression from the Xi recruits a series of RNA binding proteins (Chu et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; McHugh et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}; Minajigi et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}) including SPEN that recruits histone deacetylase (Dossin et al., [2020](#ajmgc31800-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}); HNRNPK that recruits the polycomb complexes PRC1 and PRC2 (Pintacuda et al., [2017](#ajmgc31800-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}); and matrix‐associated proteins (such as CIZ1 (Ridings‐Figueroa et al., [2017](#ajmgc31800-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"}) and HNRNPU (Sakaguchi et al., [2016](#ajmgc31800-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"})) that may contribute to phase‐separation (Cerase et al., [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). The Xi acquires additional features of silent heterochromatin, including late replication (Koren & McCarroll, [2014](#ajmgc31800-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}) and promoter DNA methylation (Cotton et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}). Despite these multiple pathways to ensure silencing, some genes on the Xi continue to be expressed. While the silencing of all but one X chromosome is sufficient to allow viability of some individuals with X chromosome aneuploidies, the incomplete silencing of the Xi could be a significant contributor to the phenotypes associated with such aneuploidies. We will review the evidence for genes that escape from XCI; which genes escape from XCI and how they might contribute to Klinefelter syndrome (KS); and what we understand about how genes "escape" silencing and contribute to sex differences.

2. EVIDENCE THAT GENES ESCAPE FROM XCI {#ajmgc31800-sec-0002}
======================================

Advances in genomic techniques have permitted the analysis of transcriptional activity from the Xi for over 600 of the over 1000 X‐linked genes. Underlying limitations to determining the inactivation status of genes include restricted expression of the gene (e.g., over 100 cancer‐testes antigen genes account for 25% of the unclassified genes), low levels of expression of some genes (particularly in accessible human tissues), or limited informative polymorphisms within genes (Balaton, Cotton, & Brown, [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). Overall, the level of expression from the Xi is not as high as from the active X chromosome (Xa), with a general threshold for calling escape from XCI being Xi expression greater than 10% of the level of expression from the Xa (Carrel & Willard, [2005](#ajmgc31800-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}), although some methods of detecting Xi expression are robust to detecting even lower levels of relative expression. While some genes appear to be consistent in escape from XCI in all individuals and all tissues, many genes are variable in their inactivation, escaping from XCI in some individuals, tissues or cells (see Figure [1](#ajmgc31800-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}; Balaton et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). No consistent threshold for proportion of cells/individuals/tissues has been established, leading to some studies describing very high proportions of genes classified as (variably) escaping from XCI. Below we discuss many of the approaches that have been used for identifying genes that escape or variably escape from XCI.

![Different scales of variable escape from XCI. (a) Genes variably escape from XCI such that the gene escapes XCI in some individuals and is subject to XCI in other individuals (Cotton et al., [2013](#ajmgc31800-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}). (b) Tissue‐specific variable escape from XCI is observed for some genes, which have a consistent XCI status in some tissues, but the opposite XCI status in other tissues (Tukiainen et al., [2017](#ajmgc31800-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}). (c) Heterogeneous escape from XCI occurs at the level of single cells, with some cells escaping from XCI while other cells are subject to XCI. *TIMP1* shows a random pattern while for *MSL3* one allele is subject to XCI while another allele escapes from XCI (discussed in Tukiainen et al., [2017](#ajmgc31800-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"})](AJMG-184-226-g001){#ajmgc31800-fig-0001}

2.1. Biallelic expression {#ajmgc31800-sec-0003}
-------------------------

The most definitive evidence that genes escape from XCI is observing expression from both alleles of the gene (biallelic expression). However, as females are mosaic for populations of cells with each parental X being active, such an approach requires examining a sample which is significantly skewed for which X chromosome is inactivated. There are multiple causes for skewing (reviewed in Vacca, Della Ragione, Scalabrì, and D\'Esposito ([2016](#ajmgc31800-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"})), with skewing being more common in blood (Fey et al., [1992](#ajmgc31800-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}). A further limitation is the need for an informative expressed polymorphism in such a skewed population. A study examining XCI status in lymphoblast cell lines from the HapMap Project as well as fibroblasts found over 30% of genes were variable between informative individuals (see Figure [1a](#ajmgc31800-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}; Cotton et al., [2013](#ajmgc31800-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}). A single individual with skewed XCI was identified in the extensive GTEx project, allowing detailed analysis of tissue‐specificity, finding that 10.6% of genes variably escaped across the 16 tissues examined, with 5.8% of genes only escaping in a single tissue (see Figure [1b](#ajmgc31800-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}; Tukiainen et al., [2017](#ajmgc31800-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}).

Biallelic expression can also be used to find genes that escape from XCI in single cell RNA‐seq of samples without skewing of XCI (Tukiainen et al., [2017](#ajmgc31800-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}; Wainer Katsir & Linial, [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"}); reviewed in Keniry and Blewitt ([2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"})). The GTEx study saw variation in the XCI status of genes within an individual depending on which allele was on the Xi (e.g., *MSL3*, see Figure [1c](#ajmgc31800-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}), or, as for the gene *TIMP1*, this variation was random and did not depend on which allele was on the Xi. Additionally, another single cell RNA‐seq study found heterogeneity in XCI status between cells, with some cells having more escape genes than others depending on cell cycle and XIST expression level, a finding that had not been seen by other approaches (Balaton et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Garieri et al., [2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}). Single cell RNA‐seq is most robust for well‐expressed genes, and approaches that analyze only the 3′ end of the gene restrict the frequency of polymorphisms. In the absence of a polymorphism, fluorescence in situ hybridization of RNA (RNA‐FISH) can be used to see expression from the Xa and Xi in single cells and visualize the biallelic expression of genes escaping from XCI (Al Nadaf et al., [2012](#ajmgc31800-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}), an approach that also detects heterogeneity between cells.

2.2. Somatic cell hybrids {#ajmgc31800-sec-0004}
-------------------------

Expression from the Xi and Xa can be separated using rodent‐human hybrids where a human cell is fused to a rodent cell and then selected to retain either the Xa or Xi. Active and inactive X‐containing hybrid cells can then be examined for the expression levels of the human genes in comparison to housekeeping genes in the rodent. Such an approach obviates the need for polymorphisms to distinguish the X chromosomes, but relies on retention of expression patterns in the hybrid cells. An extensive survey of escapees demonstrated remarkable consistency between allelic calls and hybrids (Carrel & Willard, [2005](#ajmgc31800-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). Nine different Xi‐containing hybrids were used, and heterogeneous expression between hybrids (defined as genes expressed in three to six lines) was seen for 10% of genes examined. Overall, however, the various hybrid lines had similar numbers of escaping genes, suggesting that the variation in escape was due to a feature intrinsic to the genes and not the hybrid environment or the chromosome.

2.3. Expression level comparisons {#ajmgc31800-sec-0005}
---------------------------------

Another approach to differentiate expression between the Xi and Xa is to compare expression between males and females, and this was extensively analyzed with the GTEx samples (Tukiainen et al., [2017](#ajmgc31800-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}). While escape from XCI would mathematically result in more expression in females (Xa + Xi) than males (Xa), mechanisms such as feedback regulation that limit total aggregate expression would biologically limit such differences. Additionally, other factors that differ between the sexes, notably hormones, will confound the ability to attribute expression to genes that escape from XCI. Extending the analysis to include sex chromosome aneuploids by comparing XY to XXY or X to XX can assess the impact of an Xi within a sex, but can be confounded by secondary effects associated with aneuploids (discussed below). Comparison of expression levels in X, XX, XY, XXY, XYY, and XXYY individuals showed clear effects of X chromosome ploidy on the escape genes (see Figure [2](#ajmgc31800-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}; Raznahan et al., [2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}). There were also 6 Y genes with statistically significant expression changes with increasing number of Y chromosomes, all of which have conserved X homologs. Additional regulatory influences are apparent however, as increasing X or Y count did not increase expression linearly, there were autosomal effects from increasing X or Y ploidy, and there was a clear impact of the Y chromosome on X‐linked gene expression. Figure [2](#ajmgc31800-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} shows the most consistently described genes that escape from XCI (Balaton et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}), along with their expression patterns and female: male expression ratios from GTEx (<https://gtexportal.org/home/>). Clearly, there is substantial variation in the extent of sex‐biased expression across tissues. We summarize the impact on escape gene expression in KS (Belling et al., [2017](#ajmgc31800-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Raznahan et al., [2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}; Skakkebæk et al., [2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang et al., [2020](#ajmgc31800-bib-0130){ref-type="ref"}; Zitzmann et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0131){ref-type="ref"}) in Figure [2](#ajmgc31800-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}. Within PAR1, relative expression is higher in KS, while for escape genes outside of the PAR, relative expression of KS to male is similar to female to male ratios.

![Sex differences in expression for genes in the PARs or that escape from XCI. The genes shown are ones which have been shown to escape from XCI in multiple studies. At the left, a schematic shows the location of the PARs and genes escaping XCI. The number of tissues in GTEx (out of 29) with expression and sex bias per gene are shown (center left). The XX/XY expression ratio per gene for the tissues in GTEx (^a^) with the most expression, the most biased expression, or averaged for the significantly sex‐biased tissues. The final two columns show matched XX/XY and XXY/XY ratios for lymphoblastoid cell lines (^b^) from Raznahan et al. ([2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}) (center right). The number of other studies with significant XXY/XY expression per gene (out of four studies: Belling et al., [2017](#ajmgc31800-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Skakkebæk et al., [2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}; Zitzmann et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0131){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang et al., [2020](#ajmgc31800-bib-0130){ref-type="ref"}) is shown to the right. Genes with Y homology are shown in blue, with those outside the PARs in bold font](AJMG-184-226-g002){#ajmgc31800-fig-0002}

2.4. Epigenetic differences {#ajmgc31800-sec-0006}
---------------------------

DNA methylation is also used to identify genes escaping XCI, as the Xa and Xi differ greatly in their methylation (Cotton et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}). In females, genes subject to XCI appear hemimethylated, with one X being hypermethylated and one X being hypomethylated, while genes escaping XCI are hypomethylated on both chromosomes. Genes escaping XCI also differ from genes subject to XCI in their gene body methylation (Cotton et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}), as transcription‐associated proteins and histone marks lead to DNA methylation (Teissandier & Bourc\'his, [2017](#ajmgc31800-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}), although this difference is much less dramatic than that seen at promoters. Differences in non‐CG dinucleotides in gene bodies have also been seen between genes subject to or escaping from XCI, particularly in the brain (Keown et al., [2017](#ajmgc31800-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}; Lister et al., [2013](#ajmgc31800-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}) but also in other tissues (Schultz et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}). While DNA methylation‐predicted XCI status was seen to be constant across tissues (finding only three genes that have one tissue consistently subject to XCI and another tissue consistently escaping); DNA methylation suggests 29% of genes are variable between individuals in escape from XCI (in at least one tissue, see Figure [1](#ajmgc31800-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}; Cotton et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}).

DNA methylation levels on the X chromosomes of Klinefelter patients were distinct from both XX and XY controls (Skakkebæk et al., [2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}) and also between KS and Turner syndrome (TS) patients, with hypomethylation in TS and hypermethylation in KS (Zhang et al., [2020](#ajmgc31800-bib-0130){ref-type="ref"}). A large difference from XY controls would be expected given the presence of an Xi; but the difference from females with a similar Xa/Xi X chromosome complement further supports an impact of the Y chromosome upon XCI. DNA methylation changes were distinct from those genes with methylation changes in TS (Sharma et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}). As with expression analyses, not all of the DNA methylation changes were on the X chromosome, the autosomes also differed from controls (Sharma et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}; Skakkebæk et al., [2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}). DNA methylation at *XIST* (an Xi‐specific gene) and *FMR1* (an Xi inactivated gene) was enough to differentiate XY from XXY (Mehta et al., [2012](#ajmgc31800-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}).

Other epigenetic and regulatory differences can be seen between genes subject to or escaping from XCI. Histone modifications associated with inactive genes are enriched at genes subject to XCI and depleted on genes escaping XCI while those associated with active marks are enriched at genes escaping XCI and depleted on genes subject to XCI (reviewed in Balaton and Brown ([2016](#ajmgc31800-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"})). RNA polymerase II occupancy (Kucera et al., [2011](#ajmgc31800-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}) and transposase accessibility (Qu et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}) are both active marks that are noticeably enriched at genes escaping XCI.

Combining results from many studies using a variety of the aforementioned methods, we previously attained an XCI status call for 639 genes, with 12% of genes escaping from XCI (Balaton et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). In addition, another 8% of genes vary in their XCI status between populations, tissues or individuals within studies and 7% of genes were found consistent within studies, but discordant across studies (Balaton et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). As the number of studies, and breadth of tissues increase, the number of genes identified to variably escape from XCI is anticipated to rise. In Figure [1](#ajmgc31800-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} we distinguish variable escape genes (which differ between individuals) from tissue‐specific variable escape (wherein escape occurs in one tissue rather than another) and heterogeneous escape in which there is cell to cell variability. The timing of XCI has not been well‐established in humans (Petropoulos et al., [2016](#ajmgc31800-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}), but in mice the presence of two Xa prior to XCI establishment is suggested to prime the epigenome for later gene expression differences (Deegan, Karbalaei, Madzo, Kulathinal, & Engel, [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Engel, [2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}).

3. THE GENES THAT ESCAPE FROM XCI {#ajmgc31800-sec-0007}
=================================

Those genes that retain Y homology were predicted by Lyon to escape from XCI (Lyon, [1962](#ajmgc31800-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}), thus keeping two active copies in both males and females. Pseudoautosomal regions (PARs) are homologous segments present on both the X and Y chromosomes. PAR1 is located at the end of the short arm of both sex chromosomes and has an essential role in recombination during male meiosis. The region spans 2.7 Mb, contains at least 25 genes, and all genes examined escape from XCI (Balaton et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). The PAR2 in humans is at the end of the long arm of the X and Y chromosomes, having a length of 320 kb and, contrary to PAR1, in this region recombination is not a common event (Raudsepp & Chowdhary, [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}). The PAR genes with known X inactivation status are shown in Figure [2](#ajmgc31800-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}. Genes in PAR1 tend toward a significant male bias in expression, but not in all tissues in which they are expressed, and *ASMT* often shows a female bias in expression. In the most sex‐biased tissues, expression in males is almost 40% higher than in females; whereas for the tissues with the most expression, the differential is less than 15% on average. This suggests that the Xi is not as well expressed as the Y chromosome, but that either Y expression or X repression varies between tissues. Within PAR2, there is limited sex‐differential expression for *SPRY3* and *VAMP7*, while *IL9R* is expressed in limited tissues, but shows a strong male bias in expression. *SPRY3* and *VAMP7* are subject to XCI (De Bonis et al., [2006](#ajmgc31800-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}), as well as being silenced on the Y chromosome, while the more recently acquired terminal *IL9R* gene escapes from XCI (Ciccodicola et al., [2000](#ajmgc31800-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}). Regulation of this region is influenced by more than DNA sequence, as the Xi appears more condensed than the Y and is more sensitive to loss of DNA methylation. Yet the *SPRY3* and *VAMP7* genes are associated with repressive histone marks and located within or at the edge of the chromosome territory when silenced on both the Xi and Y, while the Xa allele is less frequently inside the chromosome territory (Matarazzo, Boyle, D\'Esposito, & Bickmore, [2007](#ajmgc31800-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}).

Another X‐Y homologous region in the long arm of the X chromosome (Xq21.3/Yp11.2) has almost 4 Mb of shared DNA generated approximately 6 mYa by duplication onto the Y chromosome and subsequent inversion; resulting in deletion of *PABPC5* and truncation of *TGIF2LY*, leaving *PCDH11X/Y* as gametologs in the region (Priddle & Crow, [2013](#ajmgc31800-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}). The *PCDH11X* promoter is unmethylated suggesting that it escapes from XCI (Lopes et al., [2006](#ajmgc31800-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}); however, replication asynchrony, a feature generally associated with monoallelic expression, was observed for the region (Wilson et al., [2007](#ajmgc31800-bib-0126){ref-type="ref"}).

While Y homology is tightly associated with the X‐linked gametologs that escape from XCI; many of the genes that escape lack a functional Y homolog (Balaton et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). There is an unequal distribution of the genes that escape from XCI along the X chromosome, with substantially more escape genes being found in regions which lost recombination with the Y chromosome more recently (Carrel & Willard, [2005](#ajmgc31800-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). Figure [2](#ajmgc31800-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} details the genes that consistently escape from XCI across multiple studies as described above, and of these only *RPS4X*, *JPX*, and *HTR2C* are from the long arm of the X chromosome. As seen in Figure [2](#ajmgc31800-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, the non‐PAR genes with Y homology show a female‐expression bias in the majority of tissues, while the other genes that escape from XCI show expression bias (again, higher in females) in only a subset of expressed tissues. The extent of sex bias is similar (over 50% in the most sex‐biased tissue, but 25--30% in the most expressed tissue) between genes that escape from XCI, regardless of whether there is a Y gametolog; however, for those genes with a gametolog, the Y version may compensate for the Xi expression or may have evolved distinct functions. Not shown in Figure [2](#ajmgc31800-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} are genes that are variable between or within studies, and these generally show less dramatic, but still potentially biologically significant differences in expression between the sexes. Overall, escape genes do not show significant ontologies ([PANTHER.db.org](http://PANTHER.db.org)); however, 12 of the non‐PAR escape genes are members of a set of ancestral Y genes that are functionally conserved across mammals due to dosage‐sensitivity likely reflecting their important roles as transcription factors or chromatin regulators (Bellott et al., [2014](#ajmgc31800-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Naqvi, Bellott, Lin, & Page, [2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}).

4. ROLE FOR GENES THAT ESCAPE FROM XCI IN KS {#ajmgc31800-sec-0008}
============================================

The role of a supernumerary X chromosome in KS was discovered in 1959. 80--90% of the KS patients have the classical karyotype 47,XXY, while the rest show multiple aneuploidies such as 48,XXXY; 48,XXYY; 49,XXXXY. With an incidence of 1 in 600 births, KS is the most common sex chromosomal aneuploidy. The actual number of KS men could be higher as a substantial proportion remain undiagnosed (Bird & Hurren, [2016](#ajmgc31800-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; O\'Connor, Snyder, & Hayes, [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}; Samango‐Sprouse et al., [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}; Shiraishi & Matsuyama, [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"}). As the supernumerary X becomes inactivated, it is natural to question whether it is the genes that escape from XCI that contribute to the KS phenotype. Yet, surprisingly, the only well‐established genotype/phenotype correlation with escape genes and KS is for stature (discussed below), thus the story is clearly more complex than single gene---single phenotype. To find candidate genes underlying KS, expression analyses have been conducted to find differentially expressed genes (DEGs) or differentially methylated regions (DMRs) in aneuploid patient samples compared with healthy controls. We have included results for several expression studies in Figure [2](#ajmgc31800-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}. An important caveat to these studies is that overexpression of escape genes need not result in overexpression of the protein product. Post‐translational regulation has been implicated for proteins as part of multiprotein complexes (Veitia, [2010](#ajmgc31800-bib-0122){ref-type="ref"}).

The unique evolutionary history of the X chromosome impacts the genes that are present on the chromosome as it spends more time in females, yet mutations are immediately hemizygous and exposed to selection in males (reviewed in Wilson Sayres ([2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0127){ref-type="ref"})). It has been argued this results in a "smart and sexy" chromosome (Graves, Gécz, & Hameister, [2002](#ajmgc31800-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}), which may be relevant to many of the characteristics of KS. In the following sections, we highlight the potential involvement of particular genes in not only stature, but also the immune response, cancer, gonadal development, and neurodevelopment.

4.1. Escape genes and stature {#ajmgc31800-sec-0009}
-----------------------------

Tall stature in KS patients can be detected at an early age, and in adulthood it is observed as an increase in leg length, decreased body ratio and a mean height greater than the 95th percentile. Increased height is generally attributed to an extra copy of the PAR1 gene *SHOX*, but testosterone deficiency can also contribute via delayed epiphyseal fusion (Samango‐Sprouse et al., [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}). Beyond the widely known influence of *SHOX*, there are no reports of other genes contributing with tall stature in KS. Loss of *SHOX* expression is also causative for the short stature and skeletal features in TS, while an excess of *SHOX* expression in females with supernumerary X chromosome has also been reported (Fukami, Seki, & Ogata, [2016](#ajmgc31800-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}; Skakkebæk et al., [2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}; Tuttelmann & Gromoll, [2010](#ajmgc31800-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"}). The *SHOX* gene (short stature homeobox), encodes a transcription factor that controls chondrocyte proliferation and differentiation in the growth plate. Haploinsufficiency is implicated in idiopathic short stature (ISS) and Leri‐Weill dyschondrosteosis, and can be treated with recombinant growth hormone (Genoni et al., [2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}). A role for *SHOX* in microdeletions that cause infertility was excluded (Chianese et al., [2013](#ajmgc31800-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}), thus so far no other effects besides stature have been correlated with this gene.

4.2. Escape genes and the immune response {#ajmgc31800-sec-0010}
-----------------------------------------

The X chromosome is often considered to be overrepresented for immune‐related genes, although the observation has recently been questioned (Meester et al., [2020](#ajmgc31800-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}). Autoimmune diseases are diagnosed at strikingly elevated incidence in KS, approaching a predisposition similar to normal females (Syrett & Anguera, [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}). In a cohort of 2,208 men with KS compared with a control cohort of 5 million men in the UK a significantly increased risk for seven diseases was detected: Addison\'s disease (relative risk ‐ RR: 11.7); diabetes mellitus type 1 (RR: 6.1); multiple sclerosis (RR: 4.3); acquired hypothyroidism (RR: 2.7); rheumatoid arthritis (RR: 3.3); Sjögren syndrome (RR: 19.3); and systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) (RR: 18.1) (Seminog, Seminog, Yeates, & Goldacre, [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"}). SLE is not only widely described in patients with KS, it is underrepresented in TS (Tuttelmann & Gromoll, [2010](#ajmgc31800-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"}). There are further reports of KS patients with other rheumatic diseases, for instance, juvenile idiopathic arthritis, psoriatic arthritis, polymyositis/dermatomyositis, systemic sclerosis and mixed connective tissue disease (Rovenský, Imrich, Lazúrová, & Payer, [2010](#ajmgc31800-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"}).

Candidate genes for the female (and KS) excess in SLE include the *TLR7* and *CD40LG* genes found overexpressed in females and KS males but underexpressed in TS (Sarmiento, Svensson, Barchetta, Giwercman, & Cilio, [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"}). *TLR7* is part of the toll‐like receptor (TLR) family with a role in viral response and activating innate immunity. A significant association of *TLR7* and SLE has been detected in genome‐wide association studies (Laffont & Guéry, [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}; Souyris et al., [2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}) and *TLR7* biallelic expression has been observed in immune cells from both women and KS patients (Souyris et al., [2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}). Interestingly, the biallelic expression of *TLR7* and *CD40LG* was reported to occur concomitantly with loss of XIST and heterochromatic mark localization during T cell development (Syrett & Anguera, [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}). The variable escape gene *CXorf21* is highly expressed in transformed lymphocytes and its protein colocalizes with *TLR7* (Odhams et al., [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}). Additionally, when *Tlr7* is duplicated in Yaa mice they are prone to autoimmunity (Syrett & Anguera, [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}) and *Tlr7* can be activated in murine models of Sjögren syndrome, another autoimmune disease with female and KS male bias (Kiripolsky & Kramer, [2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"})*. CD40LG* participates in the regulation of B cell activation, and overexpression causes autoimmunity in mice and a microduplication including the gene in humans resulted in various autoimmune diseases (Syrett & Anguera, [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"}).

KS overexpression of PAR genes (Figure [2](#ajmgc31800-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}; average 1.4 relative to XY) is greater than of other genes that escape from XCI (Figure [2](#ajmgc31800-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}; average 1.25 (Raznahan et al., [2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"})), and multiple genes in the PAR have functions relevant to immunity. Gene set enrichment analysis revealed that the "cytokine‐cytokine receptor interaction" pathway involved two PAR1 genes (*IL3RA* and *CSF2RA*), which were up‐regulated in KS (Belling et al., [2017](#ajmgc31800-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). *CSF2RA* (colony‐stimulating factor 2 receptor, alpha) is a cytokine subunit that has an important role in the production, differentiation, and function of granulocytes and macrophages (Mangs & Morris, [2007](#ajmgc31800-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}). *IL3RA* (interleukin 3 receptor, alpha) encodes a subunit of the receptor for interleukin 3 (Mangs & Morris, [2007](#ajmgc31800-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}) and its aberrant expression is associated with poor prognosis in acute myeloid leukemia (Arai et al., [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). Another PAR1 gene, *CRLF2* (cytokine receptor‐like factor 2), encodes for the thymic stromal lymphopoietin receptor that promotes the proliferation of CD4+ T cell (Mangs & Morris, [2007](#ajmgc31800-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}) and is overexpressed (and often rearranged) in acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL; Potter et al., [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}). The protein encoded by *CD99* is a cell surface glycoprotein involved in leukocyte migration, T‐cell adhesion and activation of caspase‐independent death pathway in T‐cells (Mangs & Morris, [2007](#ajmgc31800-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}), with abnormal expression associated with solid and hematologic malignancies (Cardoso et al., [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Chen et al., [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}; Koufopoulos et al., [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). *IL9R* (interleukin 9 receptor), an escape gene in PAR2, is reported to be contributing to psoriatic arthritis and rheumatoid arthritis (Raychaudhuri, Abria, Maverakis, & Raychaudhuri, [2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}). Notably, many of these immune‐related genes are linked to cancers.

4.3. Escape genes and the EXiTS hypothesis of cancer {#ajmgc31800-sec-0011}
----------------------------------------------------

There is a well‐established male bias to many cancers, and six X‐chromosome genes that escape or variably escape from XCI (*ATRX*, *CNKSR2*, *DDX3X*, *KDM5C*, *KDM6A*, and *MAGEC3*) were found to have loss‐of‐function mutations more frequently in males than females, validating the "EXiTS" hypothesis wherein genes that [e]{.ul}scape from [X i]{.ul}nactivation are [t]{.ul}umor [s]{.ul}uppressors, with the expression from the Xi protecting females from cancer (Dunford et al., [2017](#ajmgc31800-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, a second X chromosome could be protective from cancer for KS individuals. Several other genes that escape from XCI have been suggested to be tumor suppressors (including the PAR gene *PPP2R3B*), and loss of the Xi is often associated with poor prognosis and survival in cancer (van Kempen et al., [2016](#ajmgc31800-bib-0119){ref-type="ref"}). Notable cancer risks for KS patients are the well‐known elevation for breast cancer (being as high as 19‐fold) and a high prevalence of extragonadal germ cell tumors, especially teratomas (Kanakis & Nieschlag, [2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}).

4.4. Escape genes and spermatogenesis {#ajmgc31800-sec-0012}
-------------------------------------

Most KS adults display signs and symptoms of hypogonadism, such as poor muscle development, short penis, sparse pubic, axillary, and facial hair, which can also be present at puberty. Gynecomastia is usually the consequence of high levels of estradiol (Shiraishi & Matsuyama, [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"}). KS patients comprise 10--12% of males with nonobstructive azoospermia (NOA), and while reduction in testicular size has been reported in some studies prior to puberty, after this period the degeneration of testicular structures is noticeable, and the seminiferous tubules exhibit hyalinization, fibrosis and degeneration of Sertoli cells (Bird & Hurren, [2016](#ajmgc31800-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Samango‐Sprouse et al., [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}; Shiraishi & Matsuyama, [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"}). The X chromosome is enriched in genes involved in both oogenesis and spermatogenesis, and resetting of chromatin marks results in germ cells having X dosage that differs between the sexes, and also differs from somatic cells (reviewed in Sangrithi and Turner ([2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"})). Less than 9% of KS patients have sperm in the ejaculate, which can be used for intracytoplasmic sperm injection. There are two hypotheses of how spermatogenesis occurs in those patients. The first one postulates that 47,XXY spermatogonia complete meiosis, which additionally explains the increase in sex chromosomal aneuploidy rate and haploid spermatozoa. The second one suggests that the spermatozoa arise from 46,XY spermatogonial stem cell patches (Maiburg, Repping, & Giltay, [2012](#ajmgc31800-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}).

4.5. Escape genes and neurodevelopment {#ajmgc31800-sec-0013}
--------------------------------------

The X chromosome is over‐represented for genes with a role in brain. While the X chromosome is only 5% of the genome (and also gene‐poor) it has approximately 15% of the genes identified to underlie intellectual disability, with 141 known genes (Neri, Schwartz, Lubs, & Stevenson, [2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}). During childhood, KS boys can struggle to reach developmental milestones, having developmental speech and motor delays, cognition, and adaptive problems and an increased incidence of attention‐deficit/hyperactivity disorder and psychiatric disorders including schizophrenia (van Rijn, Aleman, Swaab, & Kahn, [2006](#ajmgc31800-bib-0120){ref-type="ref"}). Neuroimaging studies reveal reductions in brain volume in the caudate, frontal and temporal regions. As adults, anomalies in socialization and behavior and executive dysfunction have been described (Bird & Hurren, [2016](#ajmgc31800-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Bruining et al., [2010](#ajmgc31800-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Samango‐Sprouse et al., [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}; Shiraishi & Matsuyama, [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"}). In considering the impact of sex chromosome aneuploidy on the frequency of psychiatric disorders, an "extra X\" effect was most notable for attention‐deficit/hyperactivity disorder (Green, Flash, & Reiss, [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}). The PAR1 gene *GTPBP6* (putative binding protein 6), might be affecting language development (Vawter, Harvey, & DeLisi, [2007](#ajmgc31800-bib-0121){ref-type="ref"}), and pathogenic variants in this gene have also been reported in patients with X‐linked mental retardation (Tarpey et al., [2009](#ajmgc31800-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}). *CXorf21* encodes a protein with unknown functions that is variable in its inactivation status (Balaton & Brown, [2016](#ajmgc31800-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}), which is also expressed in fetal and adult brain and correlated with cognitive functions (Vawter et al., [2007](#ajmgc31800-bib-0121){ref-type="ref"}).

In another approach, human induced pluripotent stem cells from two azoospermic KS patients were used for transcriptomic analysis, revealing 23 up‐regulated X‐linked genes, including PAR1 genes and high confidence escape genes such as: *AP1S2*, *CTPS2*, *GYG2*, *NLGN4X*, *PUDP*, *SYAP1*, *PLCXD1*, and *SLC25A6* related to nervous system development, synaptic transmission and metabolic processes (Panula et al., [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}). Using in situ hybridization it was shown that the X and Y gametologs *PCDH11X/Y* and *NLGN4X/Y* are expressed in specific and heterogeneous cell populations in the brain (Johansson et al., [2016](#ajmgc31800-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}). The *XG* blood group gene, which shows a female‐bias in expression spans the pseudoautosomal boundary and generates a cell‐surface antigen (Mangs & Morris, [2007](#ajmgc31800-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}). As this region of the X chromosome has shown an association with autism spectrum disorders (ASD; Chang, Pauls, Lange, Sasanfar, & Santangelo, [2013](#ajmgc31800-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}), this may reflect a potential immune/neural development connection also reported for genes such as *CXorf21* (Odhams et al., [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}).

4.6. Escape genes in mouse {#ajmgc31800-sec-0014}
--------------------------

Studying XCI in mice has many advantages, including access to early development (*in vivo* and *in vitro* using differentiating embryonic stem cells), highly informative genetic crosses providing many polymorphisms, and the ability to control XCI skewing through *Xist* mutations (e.g., Berletch et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}), studying imprinted trophoblast cells (Calabrese et al., [2012](#ajmgc31800-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}) or the use of fluorescent markers to tag both X chromosomes (Wu et al., [2014](#ajmgc31800-bib-0128){ref-type="ref"}; Kobayashi et al., [2016](#ajmgc31800-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). However, mice have only 3--7% of their genes escaping from XCI, depending on tissue examined (Berletch et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}), and additional differences in XCI between mouse and humans are reviewed in (Carrel & Brown, [2017](#ajmgc31800-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). Even though mice have less genes that escape from XCI, mouse models are useful for studying KS for the ease of manipulating their genetics and controlling for nongenetic factors. There are two main mouse models to examine the effect of sex aneuploidies. The four core genotype model involves a translocation of the *SRY* gene onto an autosome, allowing for the reliable breeding and comparison of XX and XY males and XX and XY females (Arnold & Chen, [2009](#ajmgc31800-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}). Much of the work using this model has been in the fields of neuroscience and behavior (Arnold & Chen, [2009](#ajmgc31800-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}), but other sex differences have also been investigated (Itoh et al., [2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). The strength of the four core genotypes model is differentiating the effects of sex chromosomes from the effects of sex hormones; a limitation of the four core genotypes model is the inability to differentiate the addition of an Xi from the loss of a Y chromosome (Arnold & Chen, [2009](#ajmgc31800-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}). Another mouse model to study sex aneuploidies is the Y\* model (Hunt & Eicher, [1991](#ajmgc31800-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}). The Y\* model uses mice with an additional centromere on the Y, which when recombined with the X, forms 2 new chromosomes, XY\* that consists‐ of the whole X and most of the Y chromosome and Y\*^X^ that contains the Y\* centromere and PARs. Breeding these mice for 4 generations will consistently produce XX, XY, and XXY mice with normal chromosomes, along with XY^\*X^, XXY\*^X^, and XYY\*^X^ (Hunt & Eicher, [1991](#ajmgc31800-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}), which have various numbers of X, Y and PAR genes and may also be interesting to study. The XXY mice produced in this model have been shown to have similar testicular changes and learning deficits as humans with KS (Lue et al., [2005](#ajmgc31800-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}).

5. MECHANISM OF ESCAPE {#ajmgc31800-sec-0015}
======================

The genes that escape XCI generally show epigenetic features similar to their Xa copies (see Balaton and Brown ([2016](#ajmgc31800-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}) for review), somehow avoiding the sweep of XIST‐induced heterochromatin that extends across the Xi. When autosomal material is translocated to the X chromosome, it is able to be inactivated, although less robust "spread" of silencing into the autosome led to the hypothesis of waystations that would amplify silencing and were enriched on the X chromosome (Balaton & Brown, [2016](#ajmgc31800-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Gartler & Riggs, [1983](#ajmgc31800-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). The LINE retrotransposons are considerably enriched on the X chromosome (Bailey, Carrel, Chakravarti, & Eichler, [2000](#ajmgc31800-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}), leading Lyon to propose they could be the waystations that promote silencing (Lyon, [1998](#ajmgc31800-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}). LINE density correlates with silencing in X/autosome translocations (Tannan et al., [2014](#ajmgc31800-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"}) as does pre‐existing PRC2 occupancy (Cotton et al., [2014](#ajmgc31800-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}), also seen in mouse models (Loda et al., [2017](#ajmgc31800-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}).

The conservation of escape from XCI, particularly for the Y‐conserved ancestral genes, suggests the presence of elements that favor expression. With a series of X‐linked \~150 kb transgenes of the mouse *Kdm5c* gene, Li and Carrel demonstrated that escape from XCI was an intrinsic property of the locus (Li & Carrel, [2008](#ajmgc31800-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}). We have observed a similar recognition of an escape‐favoring element in the human *RPS4X* region, and in this case, the element(s) could be recognized by mouse, despite the mouse ortholog being subject to XCI (Peeters, Korecki, Simpson, & Brown, [2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}). Enrichment of sequence motifs and the transcription factors CTCF and YY1 near escape genes has been identified by bioinformatic assessment of X‐linked genes or transgenes that are either subject to, or escape from, XCI (Chen et al., [2016](#ajmgc31800-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Loda et al., [2017](#ajmgc31800-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}). ALU element density correlates with escape from XCI in X/autosome translocations (Cotton et al., [2014](#ajmgc31800-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}) which might reflect the general anti‐correlation of LINE and ALU elements in the genome, or could also reflect the role of ALU elements in transcriptional control and CTCF binding (Ferrari et al., [2020](#ajmgc31800-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}). Between the euchromatin of genes that escape from XCI and the heterochromatin of genes subject to XCI, there are likely to be boundary elements. Deletions of the integrated mouse *Kdm5c* region resulted in the spread of escape from XCI (Horvath, Li, & Carrel, [2013](#ajmgc31800-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}). Such boundaries presumably differ between humans and mice, resulting in larger domains of escape genes in humans than mice, with CTCF being the most likely candidate (Filippova et al., [2005](#ajmgc31800-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}).

Recent chromosome‐wide (Borensztein et al., [2017](#ajmgc31800-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}) and gene‐specific (Peeters et al., [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}) studies demonstrate that escape is generally an avoidance of silencing rather than a failure to maintain an initial silencing. For those genes that escape from XCI in only a subset of tissues, it seems that there must be some instability to the silencing; despite XCI of most genes being stably maintained---such that the billions of clonally derived cells in a cancer retain their XCI status (Linder & Gartler, [1965](#ajmgc31800-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}). Reactivation of individual genes can be achieved by targeting both XIST expression and DNA methylation (Carrette et al., [2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). Recently, CRISPR was used to specifically demethylate and activate the *CDKL5* gene from the Xi (Halmai et al., [2020](#ajmgc31800-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}). As mentioned above, during lymphocyte development, loss of XIST localization has been correlated with reactivation of genes including *TLR7* (Syrett et al., [2017](#ajmgc31800-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}). However, loss of *Xist* in mouse somatic tissues is seen to have a limited effect, except under stress in particular tissues (Halmai et al., [2020](#ajmgc31800-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Yang, Yildirim, Kirby, Press, & Lee, [2020](#ajmgc31800-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"}). Genes that reactivate in specific tissues could contribute to the phenotype of KS; however, the understanding of such events is currently limited.

6. ADDITIONAL ROLES FOR THE X CHROMOSOMES BETWEEN THE SEXES AND QUESTIONS REMAINING {#ajmgc31800-sec-0016}
===================================================================================

We have reviewed the genes that escape from XCI and their potential contribution to sex differences and phenotypes seen in KS. To date, the only strong correlation of phenotypic outcome and Xi gene expression is the role of *SHOX* in stature, and thus there is a need for more study to understand both the genes that escape XCI and the transcriptomic and phenotypic variability in KS. The picture of genes that escape from XCI is growing more complex as more individuals, more tissues and more single‐cell analyses reveal the extent of variability in escape (see Figure [1](#ajmgc31800-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, there are many X‐linked genes for which an inactivation status has yet to be determined. The long and short noncoding RNAs are a substantial portion of these. Long noncoding RNAs in addition to XIST have been shown to be involved in the ultrastructure of the Xi (reviewed in Fang, Disteche, and Berletch ([2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"})). miRNAs are over‐represented on the X, but have rarely been examined for XCI status (Peeters et al., [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}).

There are multiple additional ways in which having an Xi may impact biology. The random nature of XCI means that females are mosaic for two populations of cells which differ in which X is inactivated. XCI is also generally seen to be random in Klinefelter individuals (Kinjo et al., [2020](#ajmgc31800-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}). Skewing of inactivation can occur by chance, but also due to selection---often to minimize impact of a deleterious allele. Thus, similar to females, males with a second X may be protected from X‐linked disease, including cancer through the EXiTS genes (Dunford et al., [2017](#ajmgc31800-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). Maladaptively, skewed inactivation is reported in some autoimmune disease, leading to the speculation that limited expression of an antigen might predispose to autoimmunity (Lambert, [2009](#ajmgc31800-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}), although loss of mosaicism may also reflect chronic inflammation (Kanaan et al., [2016](#ajmgc31800-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Lambert, [2009](#ajmgc31800-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}). Mosaicism is also a contributor to rare X‐linked dominant disorders only present in females (Twigg et al., [2013](#ajmgc31800-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}) due to cellular interference.

We have excluded the *XIST* gene from our tables of genes that escape from XCI as it is expressed solely from the Xi. Thus, the difference in expression between individuals with and without an Xi is immense. While the primary function of XIST is to silence the X in *cis*, secondary impacts are possible. Many articles propose an impact through "miRNA sponging" whereby the lncRNA can act as a decoy for miRNAs, reducing their abundance. Such a role is challenging to demonstrate, but given the XIST localization to the nucleus, should only be effective on nuclear miRNA populations (Marshall, Stewart, Sage, Lam, & Brown, [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}). The presence of the heterochromatic Xi could also impact the cell ‐ potentially by either depleting the availability of chromatin regulators or serving as a stockpile of such elements (see Déjardin ([2015](#ajmgc31800-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"})).

Males always inherit their single X chromosome from their mothers, as they inherit the Y chromosome from their fathers. Thus inheritance of a paternal X is unique to females, but can also be found in 47,XXY individuals. 47,XXY happens as a consequence of nondisjunction errors during meiotic division, and the origin of the extra X chromosome is maternal in approximately 50% of the cases (Samango‐Sprouse et al., [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}; Tuttelmann & Gromoll, [2010](#ajmgc31800-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"}). Developmental impairment in speech or motor areas, incidence of schizotypal traits and later onset of puberty have been variably reported as influenced by the parental origin of the extra X chromosome (Bruining et al., [2010](#ajmgc31800-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Stemkens et al., [2006](#ajmgc31800-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}; Wikström, Painter, Raivio, Aittomäki, & Dunkel, [2006](#ajmgc31800-bib-0125){ref-type="ref"}).

Separating the role of the Xi and Y chromosome from hormonal differences in sex differences is challenging; however, there are clear differences in embryonic growth of XX and XY individuals before gonadal differentiation (reviewed in Engel ([2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"})), arguing that the sex chromosome complement is an important contributor. Further transcriptomic studies of KS individuals can contribute to our understanding of the contribution of the Xi to sex differences, as well as the role of the Xi in the clinical manifestations of sex chromosome aneuploids. The analysis of iPS cells (Panula et al., [2019](#ajmgc31800-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}) can be extended by differentiation into multiple tissue types, and through nondisjunction could also generate isogenic nonaneuploid lines for comparison, which may inform how much variability is attributable to underlying genetic variation (discussed in Sangrithi and Turner ([2018](#ajmgc31800-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"})). Understanding of the mechanism(s) by which genes are able to escape from XCI, and whether reactivation of the Xi, or some genes of the Xi is occurring in some tissues will substantially further our ability to correlate KS phenotypic variation with genes that escape from XCI.
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